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Introduction

Kuwait, a country located on the tip of the Eastern Arabian coast, is no stranger to

conflicts. Having rich oil reserves and production, many neighbouring countries have

endeavoured to lay hold to some of their resources. In the summer of 1990, Saddam Hussein,

who at the time was the President of Iraq, led an invasion to annex Kuwait. With the primary

focus being economic gain, Hussein also aimed to expand Iraq’s influence and remove a

previous debt they owed to Kuwait. This prompted the international community, consisting of 35

countries composed of both NATO allies and Middle Eastern nations against Iraq, to act. With

an air campaign consisting of bombing and the addition of “Operation Desert Storm,” the

coalition of forces led to a full blown military exchange between Iraq and those opposing them.

On August 3rd, Iraq had been ordered by the Security Council to withdraw their troops, but

refused, causing a worldwide ban on trade with Iraq.

As the situation escalated, more troops were sent to the Iraq-Kuwait region, with the

authorization of the Security Council. As of now, the situation remains extremely tense as Iraq

has yet to declare a ceasefire, and innocent Kuwaiti citizens are caught between the crossfire of

a full scale attack. Around 900,000 coalition troops were stationed along the Iraq-Saudi border,

with most troops and funding coming from the United States, Saudi Arabia, Egypt, and Kuwait.

But the issue does not just lie in Iraq withdrawing and surrendering, but under what conditions

and ensuring that Kuwait gets the needed reparations, aid, and supplies that Iraq and the Gulf

War has taken from them. In order to do that, countries will need to think of the safest methods

of ceasefire and agreements between the Security Council and Iraq. The war has left and is
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currently leaving massive amounts of damage in Kuwait, where Iraq has plundered and raided

many oil factories against the will of Kuwait.

Definition of Key Terms

Abu Nidal Organization (ANO)

Prior to the Gulf War, the U.S. and Iraq already had shaky relations. Some of this was

due to Iraq's support of the group Abu Nidal, designated a terrorist group by the U.S. and a few

other nations, who was dedicated to Palestani nationalism. The group had secular wishes and

was also very anti-west in rhetoric. The ANO has attacked over 20 different countries, including

Rome and Vienna airports.

Annexation

The active seizure of something, most likely used to describe the conquest of land, and

to add it to the current government or another state. Annexation is clearly seen through Iraq’s

militaristic invasion into Kuwait with the goals of taking Kuwait land and gaining more access to

the Persian Coast.

Ceasefire

A ceasefire is a temporary stopping of war in order to negotiate and discuss agreements

that could lead to a de-escalation and permanent resolving of conflict. However, there are such

things as failed ceasefires, in which one or both parties fail to maintain their bargains and

continue military aggression. An ideal ceasefire would consist of peace treaties and long term

sustainability, with Iraq agreeing to adhere to a ceasefire and a peace treaty.

Embargoes

An embargo or sanction is an official order or penalty imposed upon a country or multiple

countries, usually for condemnation and punishment for violating international law or political

purpose. Embargoes consist of an official ban of imports to the country in forms of goods or

weapons. Sanctions typically are economic centered, which means that countries could possibly

stop trade of goods to and from that certain country, and significantly damage business and
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economy within the country. Sanctions are used as a type of indirect harm to countries, and

oftentimes an alternative to military power that countries do not wish to resort to.

Operation Desert Storm

A military operation led by the United States and 34 others within a coalition, with the

purpose of combating Iraqi troops’ invasion, with many countries each sending thousands of

troops to aid the operation against Iraq. Operation Desert Storm was codenamed Operation

Desert Shield preceding the actual combat fighting, and was instead focused on the buildup of

troops and arms and protection of Saudi Arabia.

Figure 1: Operation Desert Storm briefing graphic , depicting land elevation and important borders

History

Iraq and Kuwait Relations

The Persian Gulf has long been a hotseat for international trade, partnership, and

diplomacy, with over 40% of the world export of crude oil and some 15% of the world export of

refined products being exchanged there, more specifically within the area of the Strait of

Hormuz. The current government of Iraq, led in a tight dictatorship by Saddam Hussein at the

time, was extremely money driven, given the nationalization of oil and the isolation from foreign
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banks to help foster rapid growth. Kuwait, with their rich oil reserves and easy access to the

coast of the Persian Gulf, had a strong economic standings that most likely influenced Iraq to

invade. However, in the early portion of 1990, Iraq accused Kuwait of illegally stealing Iraqi

petroleum, which possibly was another factor into Iraqi’s decision to invade. Iraq also has owed

a long term debt to Kuwait, from the 14 billion dollars they were unable to pay back from the

Iraqi government loaned by Kuwait for the Iraq-Iran war.

Iraqi Claims

On top of that, Iraqi claims to Kuwaiti territory had already existed, going off the history of

Kuwait being in a province of the Ottoman empire, which then granted them Iraqi land. All of

these claims, along with Iraq's previous oil crises in which they lost 7 million dollars,

accumulated into the Iraqi invasion. The final tipping point was the Jeddah talks, a series of

talks by the Arab world in order to find peace in the growing distress between nations. Iraq

demanded Kuwait pay 10 billion, to which Kuwait offered 500 million.  After that, there were swift

responses by the international community in terms of implementing a global sanction and

demanding Iraq’s withdrawal- however, Iraq has still not backed down.

Key Issues

Oil Crises

As Iraq’s main incentive for the annexation of Kuwait was to gain control of their oil industry, it’s

important to note the current state of Kuwait oil companies. Iraq has started to blow up

hundreds of oil wells, leaving mass environmental damages to nearby areas as well through

smoke and lake pollution. This is due to most likely wanting to sabotage and harm the oil

reserves in Kuwait, for they are earning a lot of profit from these wells. The true amount of

damage to marine life, natural landscapes, and in result, human health is expected to be to a

massive degree the longer the conflict goes on. Kuwait is heavily reliant on it’s oil exports, and

this damage has crippled their economy severely. As of now, the UN should focus on the best

way to find reparations for Kuwait’s damaged and looted oil system. The current economy of

Kuwait is in terrible condition, with most of its workers and citizens, numbering over 200,000,

having left the country. The UN should act quickly to support Kuwait and its oil industry that in
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turn is harming its economy. Iraq should have to repay and rebuild the damages caused in

environmental and economic sectors, which will be further addressed later.

Iraq Compromise

The most important goal would be to force Iraq to demilitarize and accept Security

Council terms on a ceasefire to end the Gulf War. However, getting Iraq to compromise requires

thinking strategically on how to most efficiently end the war without provoking Iraq further or

harming them unnecessarily. Furthermore, the Security Council should also reach deals with

Iraq on issues such as borders, reparation, and legal status of Kuwait. Given that Iraq has

already been issued a global embargo following the Kuwait invasion, it is unsure to what degree

the International Community will need to impose punishments on Iraq. Iraq originally invaded

Kuwait with a strong motive of replenishing its crippled Iraqi economy, recently being hit by the

Iran-Iraq war, which was from 1980-1988 and resulted in 1.5 million Iraqi deaths. Iraq’s

economic deprivation may be a double edged sword in getting their compliance. Moreover, a

compromise would need to consist of clear lines drawn over Kuwait and Iraq borders, given that

Iraq believes that Kuwait resides on Iraqi land, and thus they are entitled to rule over that area.

Kuwait Stability

Even if Iraq compromises, it would be important to consider the long term implications of the

invasion into helping Kuwait. For one, the mass amounts of destruction in terms of infrastructure

and housing has already been seen to have an imposing amount that would require mass

amounts of reworking and remodelling that Kuwait does not have the resources to provide for

themselves. Possible hyperinflation in both Kuwait and Iraq could occur if policies are not

concrete enough, which could lead to even more malnutrition if ceasefire agreements are post

war policies are not agreed on comprehensively. More than half the population of Kuwait has

fled, and citizens living in Kuwait have also been imposed under strict martial rule under Iraq.

Thus, the International Community should devise ways to best support and reconstruct Kuwait

and how to ensure such conflicts do not happen again in that region. Especially since both sides

of Iraq and Kuwait seem to have extreme amounts of animosity and hatred towards each other,

stability is even more important for long term success and rehabilitation for the groups in both

sides.
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Major Parties Involved and Their Views

China

China initially condemned Iraq’s invasion of Kuwait, but has not made full effort to

support coalition groups, at times even showing neutrality and criticism of the West’s

intervention with Kuwait as well. As of now, China seems to be fairly unbiased on the event and

even profiting off of the war through arms sales and weapons trade itself by remaining neutral

and criticizing the U.S. slightly, but not to the point where they would incite tension or anger from

opposing sides. In Resolution 678, which called for using action through military or other

sanctions against Iraq if they were not compliant, China refrained from vetoing, which they

usually do, due to the U.S.’s promise of reducing sanctions and improving diplomatic conditions.

Soviet Union (USSR)

The USSR has a large role in the Persian Gulf, being a very close ally of Baghdad and

cooperating with Saddam Hussien’s regime. However, the USSR has decided to take a similar

stance to China, both condemning Iraq’s actions against Kuwait but also working to avoid

aggressions against Iraq. In fact, Soviet’s leader Gorbachev has even been planning to release

a six-point peace plan for the conflict. This neutrality also stemmed from Kuwait being the only

Pro-Soviet country in the region, making it an important place of influence for the USSR.

France

France is clearly an ally of the United States and their endeavour against Iraq, creating

Operation Daguet, which is the codename for all French operations against Iraq for the Persian

Gulf War. However, French foreign policy has been criticized by all fronts, for one by allies in the

Middle East and by Western nations claiming that France wanted to “award Iraqi aggression.”

Above all, France and U.S. relations have blossomed due to this conflict, with both sharing very

similar policies on Iraq intervention.

United Kingdom

The United Kingdom has also maintained a close stance as France and the United

States in terms of policy towards Iraq. All countries seem to be pushing forward immense

amounts of funding and troops, with the United Kingdom deploying the largest amount of troops
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and services since World War II. The British codename for British operations during the Gulf

War was Operation Granby,

United States

The United States is the spearhead to the current military operations in Kuwait, and has

organized the Operation Desert Storm, as well as the rounding up of more than 30 countries to

combat Iraq and get them to surrender from Kuwait. The U.S was the leaders of the immediate

Operation Desert Storm, which led to more and more international cooperation and aid given to

support Kuwait. The U.S. has also played a fundamental role in rallying and uniting multiple

countries to join the coalition and supply aid through incentivizing them.

Timeline of Relevant Resolutions, Treaties and Events

Date Description of Event

July 15, 1990

After an eight year long Iraq-Iran war, Saddam Hussein claims Kuwait is
stealing oil from Iraq’s Rumaylah oil field on the border of Iraq and Kuwait. His
made his first overt move by locating Republican Guard units to the border of
Kuwait to intimidate the Kuwaitis.

August 2, 1990 Iraq invades and annexes Kuwait by establishing forces along the border and
actively going in to raid oil wells and services.

August,1990
United States president George H.W. Bush declares his disapproval of Iraqi
aggression and begins launching military operations on the border of Saudi
Arabia.

November 29, 1990
The United Nations issues Resolution 678, which calls for using “all necessary
means” to expel Iraq from Kuwait if it does not do so itself by January 15th,
1991.

January 17, 1991
The day U.S. forces and the coalition launched forces of air and missile attacks
targeting Iraq forces and defense. This was the major step towards warfare in
the Persian Gulf region, and was called Operation Desert Storm.

January 18, 1991
This was Iraq’s response to the military attacks against them, for they fired
missiles at both Israel and Saudi Arabia, to which Israel does not retaliate in
order to not increase already growing tensions within the region.

February 28, 1991 President Bush announces a ceasefire after the last ground assault in
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Relevant UN Treaties and Events

● United Nations Security Council Resolution 661, 2 August 1990 (S/RES/661)

● United Nations Security Council Resolution 664, 18 August 1990 (S/RES/664)

● United Nations Security Council Resolution 665, 25 August 1990 (S/RES/665)

● United Nations Security Council Resolution 666, 13 September 1990 (S/RES/666)

● United Nations Security Council Resolution 678, 29 November 1990 (S/RES/678)

Evaluation of Previous Attempts to Resolve the Issue

Warnings

At first, the Security Council passed three resolutions that all condemned and

disapproved of Iraq’s invasion of Kuwait, and submitted certain warnings that were directed to

incentive Iraq to withdraw. These warnings were phrased in resolutions in ways such as to

condemn the annexation and to get Iraq to leave the region immediately. However, we can see

that such warnings did not have much of an effect on Iraq, seeing that it made little to no

difference about international discontent if they had much larger benefits to reap from attacking

Kuwait. Thus, such attempts did not suffice to deter Iraq, which led to sanctions and other soft

forms of aggression. Sanctions were the other method the Security Council used to punish Iraq

in hopes of their quick withdrawal. The first sanctions were implemented in 1991, around a week

after their warnings. These sanctions included four rules: the import of all products and

commodities originating in Iraq or Kuwait; any activities by their nationals or in their territories

that would promote the export of products originating in Iraq or Kuwait, as well as the transfer of

funds to either country for the purposes of such activities; the sale of weapons or other military

equipment to Iraq and Kuwait, excluding humanitarian aid; the availability of funds or other

financial or economic resources to either country, or to any commercial, industrial or public utility

operating within them, except for medical or humanitarian purposes. While these sanctions did

help weaken the Iraqi economy and make a statement to their government, it was not enough of

a pushing factor to get them to actually concede. The Iraq army is very large, being the 8th

biggest standing army in the world, and especially under Saddam Hussein’s rule, who is very

determined to plunder Kuwait of its resources in order to boost Iraq’s own economy, the

situation is very tense.
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Military Action

After both warnings and sanctions were implemented, Iraq still had not withdrawn from

the perimeters in Kuwait. This led to the coalition as mentioned before, with a plethora of

countries supplying military personnel and actually entering into the Persian Gulf region. Having

the United States lead this operation, the sheer scale and amount of countries that participated

and are currently in action of pressuring Iraq seem to be doing severe amounts of damage to all

sides. However, the effectiveness of military action is one that is balancing on a tightrope,

considering the damage that has been inflicted cannot continue forever. The current war going

on has yet to pressure Iraq to fully comply, but if it eventually does we should protect any excess

casualties and destruction.

Possible Solutions

1. Carefully Planned Military Action against Iraq, in order to force them out of the region

and agree to international cooperation.

● Pros: It is necessary for governments to cooperate and carefully plan their

offense in order to minimize casualties to the already fragile region of the Persian

Gulf. This military action could consist of bargaining strategically with Iraq and

trying to refrain from using weapons. Or instead, nations could go more on the

aggressive front by adding more weapons and soldiers, which could potentially

overwhelm Iraqian forces.

● Cons: This tactic of withdrawn military action could be risky, for if Iraq takes

control of the lessening presence of foreign troops, they could be incentivized to

hit harder and even more aggressively on Kuwait. Increased military action could

be damaging if civilians and infrastructure are not supported and rebuilt

afterwards. Thus, nations should be mindful as to how they should employ troops

in Kuwait and what forces they should use against Iraq.
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Figure 2: Persian Gulf War Infographic on coalition forces and major landmarks

2. Comprehensive Ceasefire Agreement to ensure Kuwait’s reparations and future.

● Pros: A comprehensive ceasefire agreement will be useful in protecting further

wars and conflicts in the Persian Gulf, but also needed in order to ensure Kuwait

gets its proper reparations and funding that Iraq owes them. The ceasefire

agreement should include things such as a period of withdrawal, new borders

drawn signifying what is Iraqi territory and what belongs to Kuwait. It is important

that both parties agree to these terms and that there are no areas of vagueness

that are susceptible to being misunderstood or exploited.

● Cons: It is possible that ceasefire agreements could be a deterrence to Iraq if the

demands are too high, however, since the condition of Iraq is deteriorating and

their economic situation is fragile, their chances of denying the ceasefire and

continuing the war is slight. Ceasefire agreements, if crafted badly, could have

long lasting consequences, so nations should work to incorporate Kuwait voices

instead of just bargaining with Iraq.

3. Post War Reconstruction Efforts and remaking the broken scene of Kuwait.

● Pros: Given the extreme damage Kuwait will likely have taken if a ceasefire is

achieved, there should be an agreement of reparations Iraq pays through what

means to Kuwait. However, not just Iraq will have to play a role in this rebuilding,

but we should think of ways that the international community can help, if it be
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through funding, medical aid, or personnel. It is important to note the

environmental damages and infrastructure setbacks that could be costly to the

Iranian economy in years to come.

● Cons: Although there are no specific harms to rebuilding and added funding, it is

important to make sure to funnel areas of this aid into the right areas, and in the

most efficient way possible, which may be undercut if P5 nations have conflicting

ideas and prevent actual clauses from passing .
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Appendix or Appendices

I. Useful breakdown on the origins of the Persian Gulf War:
○ https://millercenter.org/statecraftmovie/gulf-war

II. Analysis of key actors and timeline
○ https://www.infoplease.com/encyclopedia/history/asia-africa/middle-east/persian-

gulf-wars
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